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Professional House Cleaners

People with disabilities may not be designed for
either a sprint or a marathon when it comes to
housekeeping!

Housekeeping tends to be most manageable when
performed on a regular basis. Necessary tasks that
are postponed can accumulate and become
insurmountable. Although different people have
different standards for organization, housekeeping is
an essential activity for a home that is sanitary and
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CEO
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safe. Also, professional house cleaners work more
effectively in a clean and organized environment.

 
Standard cleaning tasks in a home include :

dusting
vacuuming
dry and wet mopping of floors
cleaning glass surfaces
making beds
laundry
polishing brass, silver, wood
collecting and removing garbage

Here are some basic tips that may make
housecleaning easier for you, and for people who
provide cleaning services in your home. These ideas
may be especially helpful for people with disabilities:

the things that you use should be within reach---
from an electric outlet to your favorite coffee
cup 
 buy cleaning equipment that is light- weight
(easier to manage), has long handles (reaches
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farther), and brushes that swivel (useful for
surfaces with different shapes)
  choose a designated, reachable storage spot
for all cleaning equipment.
 group items that are used together in the
same storage area.
store cleaning supplies that are used together
in plastic buckets with handles.
buy multiple items of cleaning supplies---e.g.
soap, scrub brushes, glass cleaner---to store in
buckets that are used in different areas of your
home
  label buckets with their intended use.
  If possible, buy at least 2 of all cleaning
equipment and supplies.

 Experienced cleaning services can be helpful if
disability makes housekeeping difficult or if
professional and social obligations restrict your
available time. They can supervise other employees ,
anticipate needs for supplies, and identify problems
with household equipment.Housekeepers also
perform administrative tasks. In addition to standard
cleaning, house cleaners can help with household
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tasks such as organization, cooking, driving, sewing,
pet care and child care.

A housekeeper can calmly and effectively enhance
safety in a home.  Electrical equipment, for example,
can be routinely inspected by a housekeeper and
replaced by a licensed electrician. Regular
replacement of carbon dioxide and fire alarm
batteries can be incorporated into a housekeeper's
list of routine, scheduled household tasks.

 
Housecleaning services can be broadly categorized
into two groups:1. small teams of house cleaners
who do intensive household cleaning at scheduled
intervals  2. personal housekeepers who work on a
steady basis and perform specialized services, such
as driving, cooking and companionship, in addition
to cleaning
 
Cleaning teams may be preferable for people who
value privacy. The group works in a coordinated and
focused manner, and promptly leaves after
completing their tasks. Your house is clean, and your
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privacy is restored.
 

For people who value social interaction and
personalized service, an individual cleaner may be a
better choice. A relationship is more likely to develop
when a person comes to your home on a steady
basis. Such an individual may become aware of your
preferences and responsive to them. House cleaners
can offer formal or informal companionship to those
people who rarely leave their homes.

 
Some people use cleaning teams for periodic heavy
cleaning, and use an individual cleaner for regular
home maintenance. Cleaning teams and individual
cleaners approach their tasks differently, but both
contribute to a tidy and comfortable home.

 
It is helpful to organize and prioritize before hiring a
housekeeper or cleaning team. Good planning is the
first step. Think about what housekeeping tasks are
most important, and consider the amount of time
necessary for each task. Anticipate the time required
for housekeeping activities associated with holidays
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and other special occasions. Make a written list and
review the list with the people who provide cleaning
services. The list should be reviewed and revised
periodically.
 
Appropriate equipment that is clean and functional
should be available to your house cleaners. Many
cleaning teams use their own equipment and
cleaning substances. You may wish to substitute your
own supplies if you are particular about sanitation,
allergies, environmental impact or other issues.
 
When purchasing housecleaning equipment, think
about the people who will be using it---including
yourself. Your physical capacities and limitations
should be evaluated in the same careful way that you
think about issues of style and color. There should be
a good "fit" between your physical capacities and the
objects that you use in your home.

 
Housekeeping creates a pleasantly clean
environment for everyone. But, cleanliness is
particularly important for people who have
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disabilities as a result of medical illness. People with
health-related disabilities may be especially
vulnerable to  "germs". Viruses and bacteria are
spread through the air, dirty dishes and dirty clothing.
People with contagious illness can also be a source
of disease.
 
Housekeeping is an important factor in creating a
safe environment for people with disabilities. Mobility
is a critical issue in emergencies for people who use
wheelchairs, walkers, and other assistive devices.
An organized environment will make evacuation
much easier by removing clutter and creating clear,
unobstructed paths to doors and windows.
 
Regular housekeeping can also prevent injury
through the early identification of risks. More than half
of all falls happen at home. Minimal clutter, and
removal of scatter rugs, can protect an individual
from falls. Electrical fires can be prevented through
early identification of cords, outlets, and appliances
that need to be replaced.
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Cleaning services can be vital for people with
disabilities. A safe, clean, and attractive home
enhances physical and emotional
health,communicates a welcoming spirit to all, and is
an environment where family and friends want to visit.
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